Abstract: DBSCAN algorithm is sensitive to the input parameter of Eps, especially when the data density is non-uniform. It gets poor result in clustering using the same global Eps. In addition, the algorithm has difficulty with high-dimension of data. In this paper, an improved DBSCAN algorithm LF-DBSCAN is proposed, which uses ant clustering algorithm in data preprocessing phase to classify the datasets and to get several values of parameter Eps, then call DBSCAN algorithm with different values of Eps to cluster the non-uniform datasets. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the improved algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering is an important way to find or discover knowledge; it generally can be divided into five categories: Based on division, level, density, model and grid methods. DBSCAN Algorithm is a classical method based on density, it can find clusters of arbitrary shape, and does not need to lay down a pre-determined number of clustered dataset which will be clustered, and is also unaffected by noise. However, when the density of data set is uneven, the use of a unified global parameter Eps cause poor clustering. For the shortcomings of the DBSCAN, many scholars have performed a lot of research and study for further improvements. To simplify the input of parameters, Li Xia etc. [1] proposed a new definition method of dynamic density, and gave a dynamic density clustering algorithm DDBCA on the basis of this definition. The algorithm only needs a single input parameter (the number of nearest neighbors' k) and then will be able to dynamically identify clusters of uneven density clustering. Literature [2] proposes a new algorithm (PACA-DBSCAN) using the improved ant clustering algorithm and DBSCAN, this algorithm can reduce the impact of inputting parameters on the quality of clustering results, and can effectively deal with datasets of different densities. Yang Jing etc. [3] referred to the idea of data field, introduced the concept of the average potential difference and dynamically determines Eps, it avoids the disadvantages of Eps by manually determining, and effectively realizing the datasets with large density differences Eps. Literature [4] is based on the dataset so as to find the maximum effect of clustering index (CEI) to determine minPts according to the dataset characteristics, and to get the minPts according to the max CEI value, and to get Eps value by the Gaussian distribution, in order to achieve an adaptive threshold determined Eps. In order to free parameters and to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes and densities, literature [5] uses its one-dimensional projection analysis combined with Gaussian kernel density estimation methods to determine the density parameter (Eps and minPts). Other DBSCAN improved algorithm was also proposed by Zhou Dong's [6] , the CURD algorithm proposed by Ma Shuai [7] , Pan Ling ling's kernel DBSCAN algorithm [8] and so on.
Based on the above study, ant colony clustering algorithm combining high-dimensional data is projected onto a two-dimensional grid randomly to achieve effective handling of high-dimensional data, and has the advantages of the clustering properties of self-organization, and easy combination with other algorithms. This paper raises an improved DBSCAN algorithm LF-DBSCAN. Uneven density of highdimensional data set is divided into several sub-datasets with the use of ant colony clustering algorithm and thus obtains different densities Eps value group. Using Eps parameter values for these different data sets to make algorithm DBSCAN cluster the uneven distribution of the density of high-dimensional data sets efficiently, to some extent. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of LF-DBSCAN algorithm.
IMPROVE DBSCAN ALGORITHM BASED ON ANT CLUSTERING
As the classic DBSCAN algorithm selects only the data sets of global parameters (global parameter), making cluster algorithm cluster the different densities at the same time difficult. Real data sets tend to be high-dimensional, and are unevenly distributed and global parameters cannot characterize its intrinsic clustering structure. In order to achieve a non-uniform density dataset efficiently cluster, this paper proposes an improved algorithm DBSCAN LF-DBSCAN algorithm.
DBSCAN Algorithm
DBSCAN algorithm [9] is a high-density-based clustering algorithm for the connection area, it defined cluster as the largest set of the density of dots connected, which divide cluster with sufficiently high density region. In order to identify a cluster, the algorithm needs to input two global parameters: a given radius of the neighborhood Eps and the minimum number MinPts. The basic idea of the DBSCAN algorithm is to optionally choose an object "p" from the data, the number of objects within a radius of Eps if, "p" region contains greater than or equal to MinPts months, then "p" is a core object and create a new cluster. Then find all densityreachable objects from "p", these objects will be marked as the same cluster. Otherwise, "p" is marked as noise or ignored. Then, DBSCAN handle all the other objects in the dataset similarly.
Ant Clustering Algorithm
According to the foraging behavior of real ants in nature, the Italian scholar Dorigo M et al. in 1991 first proposed the basic model of ant colony algorithm. Puts the ant colony algorithm into clustering analysis, the accumulation of ants from ant larvae corpse and classifies the larva behavior. Deneubourg JL [10] establishes a basic model based on ant colony clustering phenomena (Basic Model, BM). Lumer E and Faieta B extend the model to the areas of data analysis, and designed the LF algorithm used for data clustering [11] . The main idea is to make the high-dimensional data objects be randomly projected onto a two-dimensional plane, placing a number of artificial ants into the plane at the same time. Each ant randomly selects a data object, according to the similarity of the data object in the part of the area, and gets the probability of the ants picking up or leaving down the object. This probability guides the next action of the ants. After a finite number of iterations, the data object plane and the similarity of their neighboring area combine together to achieve self-organization clustering process.
Neighborhood similarity f (i) represents the average similarity of a data object and its neighborhood i ant objects found at the site between the r, f (i) by equation (1) to calculate
In the formula, α∈[0,1] is the similarity regulatory factors; Neighs ´Neigh s×s (r) represents area around r which is the side length of the square local area with s; d (i, j) means that the object i and j in the property distance in space, usually Euclidean distance or cosine distance function.
Probability of the ants constantly moving in a twodimensional plane and repeatedly calculates the similarity according to the act of putting down and picking up the object, the higher the similarity of the neighborhood is, the lower the probability of picking up an object is; it also works on the contrary. If ants overload the data object, using the formula (2) to calculate the probability of ants putting down Pd; If ants have no load, press the formula (3) to calculate the probability of picking up ants Pp. Where, kp and kd are threshold constants.
LF algorithm can discover clusters of arbitrary shape, can effectively deal with high-dimensional data, and are easy to combine with other algorithms; but it takes more time and with low efficiency of the algorithm. In the LF algorithm, the movement of ants is random, which may take a lot of time for the ants find the sample object. Therefore, this paper uses the literature [12] LF proposed improved algorithm, artificial ants and data binding, eliminating the presence of unload ants to reduce the time cost.
Description LF-DBSCAN Algorithm
The core idea of LF-DBSCAN is: First, the use of LF algorithm to map high-dimensional data sets onto a twodimensional grid, and bind artificial ants and data to move data objects freely. Achieve the initial division of data set and extract the center of each data subset (the distance between the point and the minimum cluster of all other points in the current), the average distance k-nearest neighbor (distance of the center of each neighborhood) serve as a threshold value Epsi; Then the value of all the neighborhood threshold Epsi should be in ascending order, followed by Epsi as a parameter called DBSCAN algorithm; After each call, the clustering of all data points have been marked, all marked points are no longer involved in the following until all are used up, the remaining data not processed is a noise point. By this way, ultimately realize the effective cluster of these uneven density dataset Calculate the distance matrix Mi digits of each column to find the distance and minimum points, this point in mind for the center cluster Midi;
Mi distance matrix of each column in ascending order and get transposed matrix KMi, calculated before KMi point in Midi row vector corresponding to k+1 components and the average value that is defined as a cluster of neighborhood threshold Epsi;
End for
All the neighborhood threshold Epsi arranged in ascending order;
While all neighborhood threshold Epsi untreated do
In order to select the neighborhood threshold Epsi, DBSCAN data clustering for cluster success point mark;
A call to all points of DBSCAN unmarked attend the next; End while / * Algorithm terminates * /
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the effectiveness of LF-DBSCAN four data sets are simultaneously used, and for each data set both DBSCAN algorithm and LF-DBSCAN clustering algorithm are separately used. The algorithms are implemented in MATLAB, carried out in CPU 2.1GHZ +2 G RAM + on Windows XP platform.
All experimental details of the data set are as shown in Table 1 and the dataset's Dataset1 and Dataset2 are artificial datasets. The distribution of the data objects are shown in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2) ; Iris and Wine from UCI Machine Learning Repository represents the datasets of data mining To avoid completely dominated by the clustering results of a large range of variation of the attribute, and reducing the impact of the data size of the different properties of the absolute value to the calculated experiment, use the equation (4) for normalizing all data set; and use the F-Measure metric contrast DBSCAN algorithm and LF-DBSCAN effectiveness [13] . F-Measure metric is a comprehensive consideration of the precision and recall performance analysis method, which is defined by equation (5):
For samples of m data set, F-Measure defined in Equation (6):
In the formula (3) above, x if attribute represents the f value of the i-th data point, rg (x if ) represents the new value x if ,Min (f) and max (f) denote the minimum and maximum desirable Properties f; p (i, j) for the accuracy, r (i, j) is a recall;maxf (i, j) takes on all clusters i, m j is the number of objects in the class j. APPENDIX: Table 2 and Fig. (3-6) , for uniform density datasets Dataset1, DBSCAN and LF-DBSCAN can effectively identify the natural shape of the data, but you can see DBSCAN sensitive to parameters when MinPts of the value is 6, it can only identify two clusters. For uneven density datasets, Dataset2, DBSCAN algorithm can effectively identify the number of clusters and their natural parameters are sensitive to relative LF-DBSCAN algorithm and can identify the natural clusters; For high-dimensional datasets Iris and Wine, DBSCAN is relatively poor in treatment effect, and therefore become less sensitive to the parameters MinPts, and the effect of LF-DBSCAN clustering better than algorithm DBSCAN. From Table 2 Comparison called on four datasets DBSCAN algorithm and F-Measure value after LF-DBSCAN, we can see the effect of LF-DBSCAN clustering algorithm is relatively better.
CONCLUSION
Using global parameters for traditional DBSCAN algorithm leads to poor cluster multi-density dataset, as well as the high-dimensional data processing result is not satisfactory enough. This paper presents a LF-DBSCAN algorithm to achieve effective non-uniform data set clustering. By comparing the experimental nature of the clustering effect of four different sets of data, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of LF-DBSCAN algorithm. But LF-DBSCAN algorithm still has room for improvements, such as the need to subjectively determine the parameters MinPts and k. It was found that the value k impacts the results of clustering effects, how to further reduce the influence of k is the next issue to be studied.
